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DECISION. l%$iISSAL OF COMPLAINT, AND ORDER

On February 13, 1992, New England Health Care Employees Union, District
1199/SEIU  (District 1199 or the Union) filed a complaint, Case NO. SPP-14,431, with the
Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor Board) alleging that the State of
Connecticut (the State) was engaging in prohibited practices within the meaning of Section
5-272 of the Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for State Employees (the  Act).
Specifically, District 1199 claimed that the State “is refusing to reduce to writing a contract
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extension proposal which it made, and which was accepted by the Union. The State is
insisting on formal contract language which expands its proposals”.

On February 18,1992,  the State filed  a complaint alleging, in substance, that District
1199 was refusing to execute agreements which had been reached.

The instant dispute revolves around District 1199’s claim that the State’s draft of the
Memoranda of Agreement proposed for signature does not include the same language, nor
language with the same meaning, as the written proposal which was advanced by the State on
December 5, 1991, accepted by the Union, and made part of the parties’ overall contract
modification agreement of December 13, 1991. (Among other things, the parties disagree
about whether the language of December 5 called for a wage reduction for 13 pay periods or
14 pay periods.)

After the requisite preliminary steps had been duly taken, the matter came before the
Labor Board for hearing on March 30, April 2 and April 29, 1992. Both parties appeared,
were represented by counsel and were provided opportunity to adduce evidence, examine and
cross-examine witness, and make argument. The Board sustained an objection made by
District 1199, and excluded any testimony where a witness is recounting what that witness
was told by a specific State official, who had acted as a “mediator” and/or intermediary in
negotiations. (Tr.187); See also (Tr.176-187).  Upon request of the State, the Board
entertained briefs concerning the correctness of its ruling, finding sufficient basis for the
prior ruling in the potential that the prejudice involved in admitting the testimony would
outweigh its probative value. (Tr.236) The Board subsequently reaffirmed its prior ruling.
The basis of the rulings is explained below.

Both parties filed briefs concerning the case in chief. The last brief was received on
June 15, 1992.

Based upon the whole record before us, we issue the following Decision and Order.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1 . The State is an employer within the meaning of the Act.

2. District 1199 (the Union) is a labor organization within the meaning of the Act
and has been the exclusive bargaining agent for the P-l (professional health care) and NP-6
(paraprofessional health care) State employee bargaining units since approximately 1978.
(Tr. 12)

3 . The State and the Union were parties to collective bargaining agreements for the
P-l and NP-6 units for the term July 1, 1989 through June 30, 1992.
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4 . During the spring of 1991, still within the term of their collective bargaining
agreements, District 1199 and other State employee Unions representing other bargaining
units engaged in interim collective bargaining with the State. This interim bargaining was
requested by the State as a result of its difficult fiscal situation. (Tr.14-16)

5. The interim bargaining was conducted by the Unions as a coalition -- namely the
State Employee Bargaining Agent Coalition, more commonly called “SEBAC”. District
1199 was a member of SEBAC.

6. In the spring of 1991, SEBAC’s  “chief spokesperson” was Robert Krzys.  (‘Tr.288)

7. In April, 1991, as a result of this interim bargaining, SEBAC reached a tentative
agreement with the State, which involved concessions for all bargaining units reducing
certain wages and benefits provided by their contracts. The tentative agreement was subject
to the precondition that the General Assembly of the State of Connecticut adopt a State
budget on or before July 1, 1991, for the fiscal year July 1, 1991 through June 30, 1992.
However, the tentative agreement became void, because the General Assembly failed to
adopt a State budget by July 1, 1992. (Tr. 16,160)

8. In the absence of a finalized agreement, employees of the P-l and NP-6
bargaining units received the 6% wage increase provided by the terms of the 1989-1992
contracts. (Tr.13-16)  The void tentative agreement had provided for postponement of that
6% wage increase from July 1,199l  until an effective date of June 26, 1992. (Exhibit 13,
Tr..  161)

9. In late August or early September, 1991, the .State  budget for fiscal y&r 1991-92
was adopted. (Tr. 18,157)

10. During the fall of 1991, following the State~s announcement of layoffs, the State
and SEBAC resumed negotiations. However, at some point in or about October, 1991, some
of the State employee Unions commenced separate negotiations on non-pension issues.
Eventually these Unions reached separate concession agreements with the State on those
topics for about thirteen bargaining units . SEBAC remained the representative for all units
on pension issues (Tr.24)

11. During the fall of 1991, District 1199 remained in SEBAC. Bob Krzys  did serve
as spokesperson for SEBAC at this time (Xrzys,  Tr.286; Yelmini, Tr.100).  However,
individuals of certain member Unions sometimes dealt directly with the State on various
matters. (Tr.289)

12. On or about November 13, 1991 the State made the following written proposal
concerning the July, 1991 wage increase of the employees in the P-l and NP-6 units
represented by District 1199: (Tr.27)
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E]mployecs  will keep their July 1991 annual increments and forego the
January and July 1992 annual increments. Also, collective bargaining
increases of July/August 1991 will be suspended effective with the
December 13 navcheck  and will remain susuended  for 16 uav oeriods,
Employees will not be required to pay back any money received; they
will just start getting paid at the old rate on December 13. Additional
means of getting the needed 1991-1992 savings (such as unpaid leave
days or waiver of holiday pay) will be worked out with each unit.”

(Ex.  1, p.2 [emphasis added])

13. On November 20, 1991, District 1199, having rejected the November 13 State
proposal, submitted a counterproposal via SEBAC. With respect to fiscal year 1991-1992
the counterproposal included an item aimed at the 6% wage increase that had already been
implemented on July 1, 1991 -- “a deferral for one year of 2% of the general wage increase
granted as of July 1, 1991, to begin on January 1, 1992. ”

14. Shortly thereafter, and prior to December 5, 1991, District 1199 orally modified
its November 20 wage concession offer to allow for a deferral of 3 % [rather than 2%]  of
the general wage increase granted July 1, 1991, but for a period of six months (as opposed to
one year) beginning on January 1, 1992. The modification was offered in response to the
State’s statement that savings were needed in 1991-92. (Tr.32,66-67)

15. On December 4, the State received from Krzys, on behalf of SEBAC, a formal
proposal dealing with many of the points then under discussion. (Murray, Tr.163-164,  Ex.
14)

16. On December 5, 1991, the State made a comprehensive written proposal to the
existing SEBAC coalition, a proposal given to SEBAC chief spokesperson Bob Kizys  in a
hallway., District 1199 President Jerry Brown also received a copy. (Tr.33,65)  The contract
proposal dealt with pension questions for all Unions and also with other issues for those
Unions that had not settled contracts. (Tr.33) A portion of the proposal was directed
specifically to the District 1199 units and their 6% wage increase that had been implemented
on July 1,. 1991. That proposal provided as follows:

There will be a 3 % decrease  for 13 full pay periods in
extending through July 10, 1992.

Ex. 3, p.36

l-92 and

[This proposal and acceptance of it are the focal points of the instant complaints.]
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17. After the comprehensive proposal was given to Krzys, during the period
December 5-13, the State, SEBAC and/or District 1199 negotiated through a State official
who was acting at times as a “mediator” and/or intermediary.’ The State and District 1199
never discussed the State’s December 5, 1991 written proposal face-to-face, nor did they
communicate their interpretation of that proposal directly to each other. (Tr.40,45,137)

18. Sometime in the week of December 9, District 1199 accepted the State’s written
proposal of December 5, 1991 concerning the 3 % pay reduction. The acceptance was relayed
to the State by the “mediator”/intermediary.  (Tr.44)

19. On December 10, SEBAC also submitted, via the “mediator”/intermediary,  a
* written outline-form response or counterproposal to the comprehensive proposal of December

5, setting forth proposed changes. No mention was made therein concerning the pay
reduction proposal. (Ex.  15, Tr.174)

20. On December 13, a meeting was held among the intermediary/“mediator”, State
representatives, Krzys, and representatives of those severai Unions which were participating
in whole or in part in the SEBAC negotiations.

21. District 1199 and the State reached a complete agreement on Dekmber  13,
1991. The agreement included District 1199’s acceptance of the December 5 proposal on the
3 % wage deferral.

22. At the December 13 meeting, timing of ratification by the Unions was
extensively discussed because the State tied reinstatement of laid off employees on January
10 directly to ratification.

23. On December 13, District 1199 requested that the State supply it with
memoranda of the agreement just reached, which it could use to prepare for membership
ratification.

24. On December 16, by hand delivery, the State supplied District 1199 Vice-
President Merrilee Milstein  with two documents -- titled Memoranda of Agreement, one for
each bargaining unit. (Tr.200-201,205;  Ex. 5, 16, 16A) These two documents were drafted
by the State with the intention of incorporating the changes to the collective bargaining
agreements between the State and District 1199 for the P-l and NP-6 units which had been
mutually agreed upon by the parties on or before December 13, 1991.

25. In a few sections, the Memoranda fleshed out the abbreviated language which
had been contained in the written proposals on which agreement between the parties was
reached on and before December 13, 1991.

’ By inclusion of the term “mediator”, used by the parties at times, we make no iinding as to his legal status.
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26. The Memoranda drafted by the State for the P-l and NP-6 units contained the
following language on the 3% wage reduction:

Effective December 13, 1991, (Check payable on January 10, 1992),
continuing for thirteen (13) full pay periods in 1991-92, and extending
through the check payable on July 10,1992,  the base annual. salary of
all employees shall be decreased by three percent (3%)

27. This language was different from the December 5, 1991 proposal which had been
accepted by the Union. (See Finding of Fact No, 16)’

28. The following represents the pay calendar for late 1991 and slightly over half of
1992; the numbers in the center column represent the sequence starting with the pay period
represented by the language used by the State in the December 16 Memorandum of
Agreement:

PAY PERIOD CHECK DATE

Nov 15-Nov 28
Nov 29-Dee  12
Dee  13-Dee  26
Dee  27-Jan 9
Jan lo-Jan  23
Jan 24-Feb 6
Feb 7-Feb  20
Feb 21-Mar 5

M a r  6-Mar19
Mar 21-Apr  2
Apr 3 -Apr 16
Apr 17-Apr  30
May l-May 14
May 15-May 28
May 19-Jun  11
Jun 12-Jun 25
Jun 26-Jul 9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1 0
11
12
13
14
15

Dee  13
Dee  27
Jan 10
Jan 24
Feb 7
Feb 21
Mar6
Mar 20
Apr 3
Apr 17
WY 1
May 15
May 29
June 12
June 26
July 10
July 24

29. In late December, 1991 and early January, 1992, District 1199 presented to its
members a summary of the substance of the December 13, 1991 agreement as a resource for
the ratification vote. The summaiy  was a leaflet titled Connecticut Budget Crisis Hotline,
dated December 18. (Tr.  80-85)  With respect to the wage reduction, it did not quote
language from either the State’s December 5 proposal or the December 16 memoranda.
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Rather it stated, “We agreed to give up 3% of our pay (half the 1991 pay raise) for six
months -- a $550.00 giveback.” and also referred to the wage agreement as a “3% wage
rollback effective January 1, 1992” and a “3% wage rollback reinstated (after 13 pay
periods) July 10, 1992.” (Ex.  6)

30. State negotiator Murray did not see these leaflets at that time (Tr.207)  and no
evidence was presented that any other State representative did either.

31. On December 23, the State Office of Labor Relations (OLR) issued a
memorandum to all agency heads which summarized the terms of the agreement reached by
the parties. (Bx. 11, Tr.7) . The memorandum described the pay reduction agreement using
the exactlanguage of the State’s December 16 Memorandum of Agreement.

32. A copy of the December 23 memorandum was sent. to and received by SEBAC
spokesman Robert IGzys.  During the first week of January, 1992, Krzys  told Linda Yelmini
that it was well done. (Yelmini, Tr.125)

33. On December 26, 1991, State OLR issued a memo to all labor relations
designees, requiring immediate implementation of all cost saving provisions of the SEBAC
and unit agreements, including wage reductions. The memorandum stated that the parties had
agreed to immediate implementation, and that retroactive adjustments would be made, if an
agreement was not approved. (Ex.  12)

34. During December, 1991 and/or January, 1992, District 1199 Vice-president
Merrilee Milstein  phoned State Chief Negotiator Sararme  Murray with questions about certain
aspects of the Memorandum of Agreement, but neither Milstein  nor any other District 1199
representative raised, directly with the State, any question about the pay reduction language
until late January, 1992.

35. On or about January 7 or 8, during the ratification process, District 1199
President Jerome Brown learned from Union members that the State had been deducting
three percent from pay to be reflected in the upcoming paycheck (i.e. paycheck to be issued
January 10). (Tr.73)

36. The State did make those reductions starting on December 13, 1991, tid  the
reduced pay was first reflected in the check received January 10, 1992. (Tr. 119-120)

37. On January 10 District 1199 completed ratification of the agreement. (Tr.74)

38. On January 10, 1992 approximately 220 employees in the District 1199 units
returned to work, having been recalled from layoff based on the States reliance on the parties
having reached an agreement which was being ratified. (Tr.209)
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39. In mid-January, Brown reviewed, for the first time, the actual December 16
Memorandum of Agreement drafted by the State. (Tr. 72,79)

40. By at least mid-January, 1992, District 1199 discovered, amid the ratification
process, that the language in the Memoranda of Agreement drafted by the State pertaining to
the 3% wage reduction differed from the language of the State’s written proposal of
December 5, 1991, which District 1199 had accepted in December.

41. Then, also  in mid-January, Brown phoned IGzys  about the pay reduction issue.
Brown did not contact Murray at this time. (Tr.21)

42. On January 23, 1992, Chief spokesperson Murray and Assistant Manager of
Labor Relations Linda Yelmini met with Krzys to discuss a number of problems in the
various agreements. (Yelmini, Tr. 101)

43. At the January 23 meeting, Krzys did not report any dissatisfaction of District
1199 with the pay reduction provisions, although he did report and explain that a CSEA
representative was very angry about the “thirteen plus one”, i.e., the pay reduction. (Tr.
105)

44. On January 31, Milstein orally informed the State that District 1199 had a
disagreement concerning the furlough issue (a matter dealt with in the comprehensive
agreement) and that it also  had other issues of disagreement which it was addressing through
SEBAC. This position was also stated in a letter sent by FAX from District 1199 and
received by the State on January 31, 1992. (Tr.106,  Ex. 9)

45. Upon receipt of the letter, Yelmini phoned Krzys and asked him what the other
issues were. He listed five outstanding issues, the last of which was “thirteen plus one”,
i.e., the State’s position on the pay reduction. He noted it was “Merrilee’s  issue”, but that
Bob Rinker [CSEA director] would “live with it”. When Yelmini expressed surprise and
claimed this was news to her, IGzys  replied “I know, this is new, this is new, Linda, what
can I say?“. (Tr.109)

46. On January 3 1, February 1, and February 2, 1992, State negotiator Murray had
several discussions with Krzys on the five outstanding issues.(Tr.213,214).  During one of
those conversations Ktzys stated that if Murray could solve the Union’s problems on the
first four issues, Item 5 would “go away”. (Murray, Tr.215)

47. There was pressure for resolution because the various agreements were slated for
an approval vote by the General Assembly on February 5, 1992.

48. On February 3, in a meeting attended by Murray, Krzys, District 1199 President
Brown, and CSEA counsel Barry Scheinberg, resolution was reached on the first four issues.
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However, Brown advised that he had to think about Item 5 and would get back to Murray
later in the day.*

49. Later on February 3, Brown told Murray by phone that the Union would not
agree to sign the December 16 Memorandum of Agreement. He tied his unwillingness to
sign to Milstein’s  account of the agreement and to the fact that the ratification materials
which had gone out to his members indicated 13 pay periods. He explained that, therefore,
he couldn’t sign an agreement which essentially said 14 pay periods.(Tr.218-219).3

50. District 1199’s stated position is that it would not execute the Memoranda of
Agreement (Ex.  5) based on its view that the language significantly altered the terms of the
December 5, 1991 proposal which it had accepted and which its members had ratified, by
increasing the pay reduction from 13 pay periods to 14 pay periods.

51. The State has adhered consistently to the view that its language in the
Memorandum represented the agreement reached on December 5, 1992, and that the
agreement meant wages were to be reduced for a total of 14 pay periods.

52. On February 3, 1992, District 1199 offered to sign the P-l and NP-6
agreements, if the exact wording of the State’s written December 5, 1991 pay reduction
proposal was incorporated into the agreement in place of the language of the December 16
Memorandum. District 1199 proposed that, since both parties agreed that the State’s written
December 5th proposal represented the agreement of the parties on the 3% pay reduction
issue,’ any disagreement as to the meaning of the written December 5th proposal could be
submitted to grievance arbitration. (Tr.219) The State did not respond to the offer on
February 3, but it rejected the District 1199 proposal on or about February 12. (Tr.220)

53. On February 10, 1992, District 1199 filed the instant prohibited practice
complaint (Case No. SPP 14,431),  and on February 18 the State tiled the complaint in Case
No. SEPP 14,438.

54. By agreement of the parties, all terms of the contract have been implemented,
although the agreement on non-pension matters has not been signed (Tr.90-91)

’ The State claims that on this there was a conversation on February 3 between  Murray and the
“mediator”/intermediary  about which it would have presented Murray’s testimony, but for the Board’s ruling that
excluded testimony about the “mediator”/intermediary’s  conversations or understandings.

3 Murray alleges additional facts involving this conversation, but the evidence is not considered due to the
Board’s ruling excluding conversations with the “mediator”/mtermediary.  (T’r.276)
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1 . It is a prohibited practice for a party to refuse to execute a document reflecting
collective bargaining agreement which was previously reached between the parties.

the

2 . Here the language of the December 5 proposal with respect to pay reductions, a proposal
which was agreed to by both parties and then incorporated as a component of the final
overall contract amendment agreed to on December 13, constituted the parties’ agreement on
the pay reductions.

3. The State’s draft of final  contract language, in its December 16, 1991 Memorandum of
Agreement, was not identical in words or meaning to the December 5 language, but rather
was more likely to convey only one of the possible interpretations of the ambiguous
December 5 language.

4 . District 1199 had a right to insist on use of the December 5 language, and it was,
therefore, not a prohibited practice for District 1199 to refuse to execute a Memoranda of
Agreement with different language on the pay reduction.

5 . District 1199 did not engage in bad faith bargaining or repudiation of an agreement by its
conduct involving this pay reduction issue.

6 . The State was bound to sign an agreement which used the final language exactly as it
appeared in the December 5 agreed-on proposal; it refused to do so, and, therefore,
committed a violation of Section 5-272(a)(6)  by refusing to sign a collective bargaining
agreement.

DISCUSSION

Before us here is the question of which set of words are appropriately placed in the
writing which the parties will sign as their collective ,bargaining  agreement. A refusal to sign
an agreement containing such words, albeit in perfect subjective good faith, is a prohibited
practice under the Act.

Specifically, the dispute in this case revolves around the parties’ disagreement about
what language concerning pay reductions must appear in the document amending their
1989-1992 collective bargaining agreements for the P-l and NP-6  units. It is argued tha’t  the
choice of contract language could determine whether employees experience 13 weeks of
reduced pay as opposed to’ 14 such weeks.

District 1199 advocates the language contained in the State’s initial proposal dated
December 5, 1991, a proposal which was accepted by District 1199 and incorporated in the
overall December 13 contract agreement. District 1199 claims it agreed  to this language,
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which, therefore, must appear in the final writing of the agreement, even if the language may
be ambiguous, although it claims it calls for a total of 13 pay periods of reduced pay.
However, it contends that the meaning of that language is a matter for a grievance arbitrator
- not this Labor Board -- to decide, when, and if, the issue becomes ripe after execution and
implementation of the contract with the December 5 language in place.

The State argues for the language contained in its later “formal” draft - the
“Memorandum of Agreement” dated December 16, 1991, which put all agreements in final
contract language. In the State’s view, the language of the December 16 Memorandum must
be accepted by the Union because it represents a) the agreement reached by the parties, and
b) the same meaning as the abbreviated language contained in the agreed-on December 5
proposal.

The State claims that the language of both the December 5 and the December 16
Memoranda provide for a total of 14 reduced pay periods -- 13 pay periods in fiscal year
1991-92 and 1 additional pay period in 1992-93. The Union claims that the December 16
language has a different meaning than the December 5 language and, therefore, the Union
refuses to sign the Memorandum of Agreement.

District 1199 cast its original complaint herein as a claim that the State has refused to
reduce to writing a proposal which it made, and which was accepted by the Union. The
Union refines its claim in its brief @.39),  arguing that the State has violated C.G.S.
$5-272(a)(6)  by “failing to sign a final contract incorporating the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the parties on December 13, 1991 which includes the agreed
upon terms of the State’s written December 5th pay reduction offer.”

The State’s complaint alleges that District 1199 has violated $5-272  of the Act by
refusing to sign the Memoranda of Agreement (as drafted December 16),  which reduced the
language of the pay reduction proposal to final contract language. In its brief, the State
argues that the Union has violated both $5-272(b)(3)  and (b)(5) by refusing to bargain in
good faith (as shown by the totality of the Union’s conduct), and by repudiating a negotiated
agreement.

*****

Both $5-272(a)(6)  and 5-272(b)(5) provide, respectively, that it is a prohibited
practice for employers and employee organizations or their agents to refuse “to reduce a
collective bargaining agreement to writing and sign such agreement.” The essence of this
requirement is that once an agreement has been reached, the parties must follow through and
place it in writing and sign it. Among other things, this requirement ensures that the efforts
of bargaining are not wasted, and that a tangible, binding document exists to hold the parties
to their promises and avoid misunderstanding.
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Since the claim of a refusal to sign a given written document -- albeit a different
document in each complaint - is common to both claims, it becomes our task to determine
whether either party is refusing to sign a collective bargaining agreement.

We are convinced by the evidence that the language of the December 5 proposal,
once accepted by the Union and incorporated by the overall contract amendment agreed to on
December 13, 1991, represented the parties’ agreement with respect to pay reduction. The
State has never really denied this, but rather has pointed to the need to put that agreement in
final contract language. We concur that attempting to put that language in final form was
appropriate, however, we now must focus on the language chosen.

Certainly, if the language in the December 16, 1991 Memoranda of Agreement
drafted  by the State had been identical in language or meaning to the December 5 proposal to
which the parties agreed, any refusal to sign those Memoranda, due to different
interpretations of that language, would have constituted a prohibited practice, but the two
documents are not identical in language or meaning. The December 5 agreed-upon proposal
(concerning the previously implemented 6% wage) stated:

There will be a 3 percent decrease for 13 full pay periods in 1991-1992
and extending through July 10, 1992.

The December 16 Memoranda of Agreement stated as follows:

Effective December 13, 1991 (check payable on January 10, 1992),
continuing for thirteen (13) full pay periods in 1991-1992, and
extending through the check payable on July 10, 1992, the base annual
salary of all employees shall be decreased by three percent (3 %).

Obviously, the language of the two documents is not identical. We then turn to the
meaning of that language. We have carefully examined the December 5 language,

enlightened by exceptional analysis in the briefs concerning the argued meaning of that
language read in the context of the payroll calendar. First, we conclude that the December 5
language was ambiguous. Second, we conclude that there are several plausible and rational
interpretations which could be given to that language. We explain these conclusions in a
separate section below.

We now turn to the language of the December 16 Memoranda, which we believe was
drafted by the State in a good-faith effort to transform the parties’ agreement into final
contract language. However, we conclude that the December 16 language represents only
one of the several possible interpretations which could be given to the December 5 language.
The December 16 Memoranda language, at a minimum, substituted language which was, at
least, much more susceptible of the interpretation that 14 reduced paychecks were authorized,
i.e. the State’s interpretation. Importantly, the December 16 language created greater

12
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obstacles to the Union trying to argue for its interpretation that only 13 reduced pay periods
were authorized. Thus, the Union would be in a worse position with the December 16
Memoranda language than with the December 5 language.

We conclude that the Union is entitled to remain in the position it was in at the time it
reached overall agreement (December 13) relying on the December 5 agreed-on proposal.
The December 5 language was the agreement on pay reduction. Accordingly, District 1199
had a right to insist on use of the December 5 language in the final Memoranda of
Agreement, which the parties would execute. The proper forum for the dispute over the
meaning of the December 5 language is in the grievance arbitration process set forth in the
parties’ contract.

The State’s strong advocacy for the December 16 language is closely tied to its firmly
held view that the December 16 language represents exactly what SEBAC and District 1199
understood and agreed to in substance -- i.e., a total of 14 reduced paycheck?, of which 13
were to be in fiscal year 1991-92 and one in fiscal year 1992-93. The State’s view is based
on the alleged collective bargaining history, the structure of prior proposals on the same
subject, the fiscal purpose served  by the proposal and on the State’s explanation allegedly
given to SEBAC spokesperson Bob Krzys  on December 5, i.e., that the proposal was for
“13 plus 1” pay periods. 5 We will not consider evidence on those matters to determine
whether the December 16 language represents the real agreement, because the Union is
entitled to the language in the written proposal to which it and the State agreed. Our inquiry
might be different if District 1199 and the State had simply engaged in negotiations, and
reached oral agreement on a provision concerning pay reductions, without a snecific.  written
proposal which was accepted by District 1199.I f  s u c h  w e r e  t h e  c a s e ,  t h e n  w e  m i g h t  w e l l  b e
placed in the position of determining the substance of the agreement based on evidence
concerning what explanation the State gave in advancing an oral proposal, as well as
bargaining history, purpose of the proposals, construction of prior proposals, etc. In such a
situation, i.e., where there was no written, agreed-on proposal, if a party were to prove by
that evidence that a given agreement had been reached, and that the other party now would
not sign an accurate written statement of that agreement, then it would have proven a

’ At times the State has referred to pay”che&s”  and at other time-s to pay’periods”. -

’ State Chief Spokesperson Saranne Murray testified that on December 5, after SEBAC Spokesperson Bob
Kr~ys  had reviewed the State’s proposal, which had just been given to him, Krxys  spoke to her and Assistant
Director of Labor Relations Linda Yelmini. According to Murray, basically quoting, Krzys  asked, “On the pay
dates it’s 13 plus one, isn’t it?” and she said “Yes, it’s 13 plus one.” (Tr.173) (We note that the actual
transcription at p. 173 is somewhat confusing - Murray caught herself in mid-quote and corrected her initial quote
of Krzys [referring to “14 plus one”] and substituted “13 plus one” as the correct quotation.) This testimony is
basically corroborated by Yelmini. ~rzys  testimony comes down to the claim that he does not recall any such
explanation. (Tr.30!&316)  (The State also sought to introduce testimony concerning conversations behveen State
representatives and a specific intermediary and/or mediator. The Board sustained the Union’s objection to this
testimony.)
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prohibited practice under $5-272(a)(6)  or 5-272(b)(5).

We also note that it is likely that much of the evidence on these matters could be used
to argue in a grievancekbitration process concerning which of the several possible
interpretations should be given to the December 5 language. If the matter went to arbitration,
which we consider the appropriate forum for this dispute, and if the arbitrator determined
that the December 5 language was ambiguous, then it is possible that the arbitrator would
wrestle with testimony about whether the State told Krzys the pay reduction called for “13
plus one”. An arbitrator might also reach the issue of Krzys’  authority in negotiations, etc.
We do not reach these issues, believing the case rests on whether the December 16 language
meant the same thing as the language of December 5 agreed-on proposal. As indicated
above, we conclude that the Union was entitled to insist that the language of December 5 be
used in the final  Memoranda of Agreement. In determining whether there is a failure to
execute a collective bargaining agreement, we do not believe it would serve the purposes of
the Act, including its purpose to promote stability in labor relations for the Board to inquire
beyond the written terms of an accepted proposal to which the parties have agreed, as a
component of their collective bargaining agreement. The parties must have the security that
acceptance of certain written language constitutes definite  agreement. The ultimate meaning
of the language, and the consideration of parole evidence is a matter best addressed in the
grievance/arbitration process. 6

*****

In summary, we conclude that the December 16 language was not identical in words
or meaning to the December 5 language, but rather substituted language more susceptible to
one of the possible interpretations of December 5 language. Inclusion of that language in the
Memoranda enhanced the State’s position over the language of December 5. Accordingly,
District 1199 had a right to insist on use of the December 5 language (which we have found
to constitute the “agreement”), in the final Memoranda of Agreement, which the parties
would execute. Thus, at the point that the Union objected to the December 16 expanded
statement, the State was bound to sign an agreement which used the final language exactly as
it appeared in the December 5 proposal. Since the State did not do so, it committed the
prohibited practice of refusing to execute a collective bargaining agreement, in violation of
$5-272(a)(6).

6  In some ways this case is parallel to City  of New Raven,  Decision No. 3013. There, in the initial
implementation of the contract, the city  followed a different interpretation of one, isolated contract provision. W e
rejected the Union’s attempt to elevate this to a prohibited practice by deeming it a failure to implement an
agreement. Similarly, here we see the State’s implementation of the contract as uhimately raising an arguable claim
of alleged violation of the contract.
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We now order the State to sign a Memorandum of Agreement which has been revised
to contain the language with respect to pay reductions which appeared in the December 5
agreed-on proposaL7

By the same reasoning, the Union did not repudiate an agreement and did not refuse
to execute an agreement, when it refused to sign the Memorandum of Agreement, as drafted
by the State on December 16. Rather, it held out for the language to which it had agreed, as
it was entitled to do.

*****

The Lamwage  of the December 5 Proposal  and
The December 16 Memoranda

a. The Ambipuous  December 5 lanpuas

As stated above, we conclude that the language of the December 5 proposal
concerning pay reductions is ambiguous. We now explain that conclusion.

The December 5 proposal reads as follows:

There will be a,3%  decrease for 13 full pay periods in 1991-92
and extending through July 10, 1992.

The following interpretations are plausible based simply on the language alone,
broken into phrases, without any knowledge on the reader’s part concerning the pay calendar
or negotiations:

1) There will be a 3% decrease for 13 full pay periods [in
1991-92 and extending through July 10, 19921.

(In other words, there will be a 3% decrease for a total of 13
full pay periods, and those 13 pay periods will fall in 1991-92
and extend through July 10.)

2) There will be a 3 % decrease for (a) 13 full pay periods in
1991-92 and (b) extending through July 10, 1992.

’ We realize that the December 5 language is less polished than final contract language. However, we consider
it sufficient to stand on its own.
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(In other words, there will be a 3% decrease operative in two
units of time: a) 13 full pay periods in 1991-92 and b) extending
through July 10, 1992.

The above interpretations are both plausible, and it is only information extrinsic to the
wording which enables the parties to argue that one interpretation is better than the other.
The clauses are not grammatically “independent clauses”. Also, the language contains an
ambiguity beyond that apparent from the sentence structure - the meaning of “extending
through July 10, 1992”. Since the first half of the sentence concerns pay periods, our initial
reading was that “extending through July 10, 1992” referred to a pay period. Yet, the pay
calendar reflects that no pay period ends on July 10. (See Finding of Fact No. 28) Bather,
one ends on July 9, and July 10 is a paycheck date for the last fuil  pay period in 1991-92
(June 12 - June 25, 1992). Testimony and argument reveal that both parties agreed that
“extending through July 10, 1992” referred to a paycheck date. That is the meaning spelled
out in the December 16 Memorandum draft by the State with its referenced to “...the  check
payable on July 10, 1992.. .” Yet, the evidence shows that there is inconsistency in
references, which is confusing. For example, Murray refers to pay periods at Tr.228,
stating “And I believe there could have been no question in any negotiator’s mind who has
experience with State negotiations that meant 14 pay periods, 13 this year,  one (1) next
year.” 8

b. The December 16 Lanouage

The December 16 Language States:

Effective December 13, 1991 (check payable on January 10,
1992),  continuing for thirteen (13) full pay periods in 1991-92,
and extending through the check payable on July 10, 1992, the
base annual salary of all employees shall be decreased by three
per cent (3 %).

By specifying “effective December 13 (check payable on January lo...)” the
provision creates a much stronger case for a structure of 14 reduced pay periods in all, since
counting the December 13 - December 26 pay period as number one, and running the
numerical order of subsequent pay periods shows that the pay period for which pay is
received in the July 10 check (i.e., June 12 - June 25, 1992) will be the fourteenth pay

* It should be noted that if the Union is correct in its argument that the December 5 language meant a total of
13 pay periods, that payment scheme can be accomplished consistent with the notion that a) the last reduced check
is received on July lo,1992  b) the State’s treasury thus does not experience the impact of that last check [until the
‘92-‘93  fiscal year even though the work was performed during the ‘91-‘92 fiscal year]. Thus the Union’s
interpretation of the December 5 language is not rendered implausible by cohsideration  of the language ‘and
extending through July 10, 1992”.
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period. (The language is still confusing in view of the mix of reference to pay periods and
checks.)

Thus, in the face of this language, even though the language is still not without some
ambiguity, the Union would have a significantly reduced chance of arguing successfully that
only 13 reduced pay periods were authorized.

*****

We now address the State’s theory that the Union’s course of conduct demonstrates
subjective bad faith. The first element argued to demonstrate bad faith is that SEBAC and
District 1199 knew and understood that the agreement was for “13 plus one” pay reductions
based on the negotiations. The State claims an additional major element is the Union’s long
delay in contesting the December 16 language, in the face of numerous opportunities to
identify and comment on the matter.g The State stresses the context of the Union’s conduct
-- i.e., the State’s reliance on the unchallenged interpretation of the pay reduction language in
taking various actions. (The actions included starting pay reductions in December payrolls,
and recalling employees from layoff on January 10, 1992 based on cost savings premised on
14 wee*ks  of reduction.) As an additional alleged component of the Union’s course of bad
faith, the State also points to the Union’s failure to settle the pay reduction issue after the
State on February 3 made concessions on all other outstanding contract implementation
issues. The State stresses that SEBAC spokesperson Krzys had told it that if those other
matters were resolved, the pay reduction issue would “go away”.

We conclude that the evidence is insufficient to establish subjective bad faith. Among
other points, the evidence is insufficient to show that District 1199 officers realized the .
disparity in views on the pay reduction issue at any time prior to the point ratification was
nearing completion. (It was completed on January 10, 1992.) This conclusion applies to
disparities between the December 5 language and the December 16 Memoranda, and between
District 1199’s interpretation of the December 5 language and the State’s view. To the
contrary, District 1199’s summary newsletter to its own members (Finding of Fact No. 29)
demonstrates its belief that the reduction was for 13. pay periods, even though the summary
contained other inaccuracies. While a prompt review of the December 16 Memoranda by
District 1119 would have been expected -- and wise -- we do not find  the Union’s failure to
check the language deprived it of a right to challenge the matter, or demonstrates subjective
bad faith, since the Memoranda had not yet been signed or expressly approved by District

9 The State points to the numerous opportunities the Union and/or SEBXC had to read and object to the
Memoranda language, and the fact that the State was not notified of any District 1199 objection until the end of
January,  1992. Specifically, it notes: that District 1199 had the language on December 16; that in early January
Kr~ys  read and made no objections to the  State’s internal agency memorandum setting forth all the contractual
changes,  including describing the pay reduction in the same language as the December 16 memoranda; that Union
officials knew prior to January 10 that reductions had already begun in the pay p&A beginntng  December 13; and
that Brown reviewed the disputed language in mid-January.
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1199. Any State reliance on the Union’s silence upon receipt of the December 16
memorandum was based on the State’s expectation that the Union would be silent. At no
time did the State tell the Union that if the Union made no protest by a given date, the
December 16 memorandum would be taken to represent the parties’ agreement.

Neither do we find  evidence of bad faith in District 1199’s three (3) week delay in
January in informing the State of the disparities. As we have explained above, District 1199
had a right to insist on the December 5 language, and did raise the matter through the
orderly process involving SEBAC, in late January. Given the outcome, which it thought
correct (and proposed on February 3) -- signing the December 5 language and routing
challenges to the State’s interpretation and application through grievance arbitration -- there
was not logically the same urgency for District 1199 which the State perceived. In the
context of eight (8) months of exceptionally complex multi-Union negotiations and myriad
legislative and executive tangles, the Union’s decision to bring up the disparity of one (1)
pay period in an orderly manner rather than as an immediate crisis, does not, in our minds,
demonstrate bad faith.

With respect to District 1199’s unwillingness on February 3 to accept the State’s
December 13 language, we note simply that it was taking a “hard bargaining stand” at this
point, and chose to insist on signing the contract with the December 5 language. We do not
see that District 1199’s refusal to drop the pay issue once other outstanding issues were
resolved on February 3 (and thus live up to what we take as Krrys’  assessment of the
situation), supports a conclusion that the totality of District 1199’s conduct represented bad
faith bargaining.

*****

The Exclusion of Certain Testimonv  Involyiw  the
“Mediatorn/Intermediary

We now explain our ruling excluding any testimony where a witness is recounting what
that witness was told by the “mediator”/intermediary.

The eedence  at issue in the Board’s initial ruling (Tr. 187) involved the
“mediator”/intermediary’s  conversations with Murray. The issue was expanded and more
clearly defmed  by the State’s Offer of Proof, which was filed in conjunction with its brief
contesting the Board’s initial ruling. The State asserted that negotiator Murray’s testimony
was offered to prove 1) what the “mediator”/intermediary  told Murray during the week of
December 9-13 concerning what issues under negotiation were problematic to the unions; 2)
transmittal of District 1199’s acceptance of the State’s pay reduction proposal; and 3) what
the “mediator”/intermediary  reported had been asked of him by a District 1199 officer
concerning the pay reduction proposal, and what the “mediator”/intermediary  claimed
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District 1199 knew about that proposal.

We agree with District 1199 that the testimony, with respect to Items 1 and 3, is
hearsay -- it would be an out-of-hearing statement, which the State introduces, to prove the
truth of what the “mediator”/intermediary  allegedly said.” While hearsay w be admitted
in an administrative hearing, this does not mean it must  be admitted. In the setting of this
case, we will not admit into evidence this hearsay, because the potential prejudice outweighs
its value as proof.

As an administrative agency, while we are not bound by the strict rules of evidence,
we are bound to consider only evidence which is reliable and probative. CaseUa  Y. Civil
Service  Commission, 4 COM.  App. 359 (1985) citing Lawrence v. Kozbwski,  171 Conn.
705, 719, 372 A.2d  110 (1976),  cert. denied, 431 U.S. 969, 97 S.Ct. 2930, 53 L.Ed. 2d
1066 (1977); Bald  Pontiac-Buick, Inc. v. Commissioner of Motor Vehicles, 165 Conn.
559, 570, 345 A.2d  520 (1973). The potential prejudice of the proffered evidence arises .from
a combination of factors, including 1) its inherent untrustworthiness and lack of reliability, 2)
minimal probative value given its “second hand” or “third hand” character, and 3) the
parties’ decisions not to call the “mediator”/intermediary  as a witness.

With respect to the first factor, we note that without regard to the credibility of the
specific individual, testimony of the State’s chief negotiator about what the
“mediator”/intermediary  said, is prone to bias, since it comes from a participant in the events
with a direct interest in the outcome. Thus, it is not highly reliable or trustworthy. With
respect to the second factor, we note that the proffered testimony involves the negotiator’s
account of what she was told by the “mediator”/intermediary  -- i.e. second-hand information;
or what the “mediator”/intermediary  told her was said or understood by District 1199 --
third-hand information. This indicates that the evidence would have minimal probative
value.

Finally, we turn to the third factor. Both parties have stated that they will not call the
“mediator”/intermediary  as a witness or seek to compel his testimony. Thus, the only
evidence about what the “mediator”/intermediary  said will be the second or third hand
information given by the State’s chief negotiator. In these circumstances, to accept as the
only evidence on that point this hearsay evidence, which is of minimal probative value and
which is also without the benefit of examination or cross-examination of the de&ant,  would
be prejudicial to the Union, and fundamentally unfair.

We note that our assessment parallels the type of analysis which our Connecticut
Supreme Court has followed in reliance on the U.S. Supreme Court case, Richardson v.
Perales,  402 US. 389 (1971) concerning written hearsay evidence. Cadson  v. Koslowski,

lo District 1119 stipulates that the “mediator”/intermediary  transmitted the acceptance, which makes it
unnecessary for us to  address the evidence offered in Item 2.
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172 Conn. 263. See also Case& v. Civil  Service Commisskm,  supra. We find nothing about
the nature of these proceedings which outweighs our other considerations.

*****

In full summary of these cases, we note our dismissal of the State’s complaint, both in
its allegation that the Union illegally refused to sign a written agreement containing the
December 13 language concerning the pay reduction, and its claim that the Union’s entire
conduct reflects bad faith bargaining. We find merit to the Union’s complaint that the State
violated the Act by refusing to sign a collective bargaining agreement.

O R D E R

By virtue of, and pursuant to, the powers vested in the Connecticut State Board of
Labor Relations by the Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for State Employees, it is
hereby

ORDERED, with respect to the COMPLAINT IN CASE NO. SPP-14,431, that the
State of Connecticut shall:

I. Cease and desist from refusing to sign a collective bargaining agreement with
District 1199 which contains the final language concerning the pay reduction issue which
appeared in the December 5 agreed-on proposal;

II. Take the following affirmative action, which the Board finds will effectuate the
poiicies  of the Act:

a. Sign a Memorandum of Agreement with District 1199, which contains the parties
full agreement, including the language with respect to pay reduction which appeared in
the December 5 agreed-on proposal.

b. Post immediately and leave posted for a period of sixty (60) consecutive days from
the date of posting, in a conspicuous place where the employees involved customarily
assemble, a copy of this Decision and Order in its entirety; and

c . Report to the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations at its offices in the Labor
Department, 200  Folly Brook Boulevard, Wethersfield,  Connecticut, within thirty (30)
days of the receipt of this Decision and Order of the steps taken by the State of
Connecticut to comply therewith.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, with respect to the COMPLAINT in CASE NO. SEPP-14,
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438, that the Complaint therein is dismissed.
.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS
.
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